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I. INTRODUCTION

Several novel areas of quantum-information processing
including quantum cryptography, quantum teleportation, and
linear-optical quantum computing have recently become a
subject of intensive experimental researchf1,2g. Sources of
entangled photons based on bulk nonlinear crystals such as
beta-barium boratesb-BBOd f3g have been widely used in
early experiments. The development of robust, efficient, and
compact sources of entangled photons has become a neces-
sity for further progress in the area of applied quantum op-
tics. While compact optical schemesf4g as well as micro-
optical assembliesf5g and fiber-optical devicesf6g are
important milestones, only waveguide-based optical sources
can eventually provide the desirable degree of dense integra-
tion, robustness, and stability.

Generation of entangled photons in optical waveguides
has been experimentally verified recentlyf7–10g. Efficiency
improvement of up to four orders of magnitude has been
attributed to the waveguide geometry alone. We expect that
the waveguide-based integrated optical source of entangled
photons proposed in this paper will show similar efficiency
improvement and will provide an acceptable level of en-
tanglement fidelity. In the devices demonstrated so far, the
pump photon and both generated entangled photons are
guided in the same channel. It is vital for practical applica-
tion to have an integrated optical source in which individual
photons from each pair will appear in different output chan-
nels. Spatial separation of entangled photons resembles such
in the noncollinear degenerated spontaneous parametric
downconversionsSPDCd in nonlinear crystals, which is the
most popular technique for generation of entangled states.
The geometry of the nonlinear interaction in channel
waveguides does not have to be noncollinear, though. The
spatial separation can be achieved through precise engineer-
ing of modal indices in tunneling-coupled channel
waveguides. The phase matching should be arranged so that
downconverted photons cannot appear in the same output
waveguide but instead must be directed to different outputs.
The entanglement is achieved if photons of both polariza-
tions can be guided in each of the output waveguides with
equal probability so that the polarization in a given output

channel cannot be predicted in advance. The entangled pho-
tons in each pair will have different polarizationsstype II
nonlinear interactiond.

In order to support a high efficiency of entangled-photon
state production in a very compact volume of nonlinear in-
teraction inside the integrated quantum logical unit, one has
to be able to use a laser pump with a rather high power
density. This requirement becomes even more critical in the
case of using parametric downconversion in transverse
pumping geometriesf11,12g. This constraint practically rules
out the use of such popular but optically soft material as
lithium niobate. In this paper, we discuss the design prin-
ciples of the tunneling-coupled channel waveguide source of
entangled photons in a well-tested optically hard nonlinear
material such as beta-barium boratesb-BBOd and we pro-
vide a practical design example based on He+-ion implanted
waveguides.

II. DESIGN PRINCIPLES

A. Phase matching conditions

The phase synchronism between the pump wave and
downconverted waves is crucial for efficient generation of
entangled photons. In bulk crystals, it can be achieved
through compensation of chromatic dispersion by optical bi-
refringence. Technically, this is realized through careful an-
gular alignment and choice of the pump wave polarization.
The phase-matching direction and polarizations of light
waves are defined by linear optical properties, and thus they
do not necessarily correspond to the direction and polariza-
tions of the strongest nonlinearity. In addition, the wave-
length range in which the angular alignment allows for
achieving the phase synchronism is often limited as long as
the spectral dispersion increases strongly for shorter optical
wavelength while the birefringence is relatively constant
over a wide spectral range.

In some materials, the additional degree of freedom is
introduced by fabricating a volume grating, for example by
periodic poling. Light diffraction at the grating of an appro-
priate period provides resonant phase velocity coupling be-
tween the waves that otherwise would be out of the phase
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synchronism. Although quasi-phase-matching by diffraction
at the volume grating introduces some decrease of the effec-
tive nonlinear coefficientsby a factor of 2/p for the periodi-
cally poled crystal with a perfectly adjusted periodd, the abil-
ity to choose any propagation direction and polarization
allows us to benefit from using the strongest components of
the nonlinear crystal’s susceptibility tensor.

In integrated optical devices, light is confined to optical
waveguides. To achieve the phase synchronism inside the
waveguide, one can use optical anisotropy by routing
waveguides along a suitable direction in a crystal. One can
also use a quasi-phase-matching in waveguide gratings by
combining the poling and waveguide creation processes. To
achieve an effective diffraction coupling of guided modes in
waveguides, the grating does not have to spread throughout
the entire waveguide volume. Instead, it could be accom-
plished by a surface relief grating or by a grating fabricated
in a thin layer positioned right on the top of the guiding
layer. Finally, the waveguide geometry itself provides one
more tool for the fine adjustment of phase velocities of the
waves involved in nonlinear interactions. In fact, a spectral
dispersion of guided modes can be used for phase matching
even in the absence of optical birefringence and gratings. A
representative example of an integrated optical device de-
signed for efficient second-harmonic generation would be a
GaAs/AlGaAs multilayer waveguide, in which phase syn-
chronism is achieved between the pump photons coupled to
the fundamentalTE0 and TM0 modes at 1.55mm and a
double frequency photon guided by theTE2 modef13g. In a
reciprocal process of parametric downconversion, a pump
photon at 775 nm is expected to produce twin photons at
1.55mm through a type II interaction so that the downcon-
verted photons will have different polarizations. It is impor-
tant to note that both GaAs and AlAs are optically isotropic
crystals. Though their nonlinear second-order susceptibility
is rather highsdGaAs=90 pm/Vd, the angular phase synchro-
nism is impossible. Fabrication of periodic structures for
quasi-phase-matching in such material requires using rather
complex technological operations such as wafer bonding or
orientation-patterned epitaxial growthf14g. It is the guided
mode dispersion which allows for a simple and elegant tech-
nical solution to achieve the phase matching in such a con-
figuration. In another example of an in-waveguide generation
of twin photons, the couterpropagating geometry is used
f15,16g. The pump wave in this case is not guided, though.
The incident angle of the pump wave is an adjustable param-
eter to achieve parametric fluorescence precisely degenerated
in frequency. As long as the pump photons quickly leave the
interaction region, the efficiency of downconversion is ex-

pected to be lower in such geometries compared to the case
when all the waves are confined to waveguides. One peculiar
advantage of the counterpropagating geometry is a substan-
tial reduction of the spectral width of downconverted pho-
tons. This will help to improve the performance of
entangled-photon quantum cryptography by minimizing the
dispersion-induced pulse broadening in communication fiber
links.

In this paper, we propose an alternative type of integrated
optical device for efficient parametric downconversion and
polarization-entangled two-photon state engineering. The in-
novative element of our design is in the combination of the
nonlinear optical interaction inside a waveguide and light
tunneling between closely routed waveguides. In the pro-
posed device, pump photons are guided by channelP, and
the downconverted photons appear in channelsA andB sFig.
1d. The SPDC is combined with light tunneling fromP to A
and fromP to B. Optical oscillations at the downconverted
wavelength inP generate guided modes inA andB provided
that proper phase-matching conditions are satisfied. In prin-
ciple, only the waveguideP has to be nonlinear. In practice,
it is convenient to fabricate all channel waveguides using the
same material.

By physical nature, a set of tunneling-coupled modes in a
system of closely routed channel waveguides is equivalent
sbut not identicald to a set of high-order modes in one com-
plex waveguide that includes all the channels and the gaps
between the channelsf17g. From this point of view, the pro-
posed structure can be considered as a particular case of
modal phase matching. There are some technical differences
in the mathematical description, though. It is known, for ex-
ample, that in the case of two identical single-mode channel
waveguides weakly coupled through tunneling, the set of
modes of the complex waveguide contains a symmetric and
an asymmetric modesalso called “supermodes” to distin-
guish them from the modes of the individual waveguidesd
with slightly different modal indices. The interference be-
tween the supermodes leads to periodic canceling of the elec-
tromagnetic field in one or another channel waveguide,
which is treated as periodic transfer of optical power be-
tween the waveguides. In a sense, the supermodes never
have identical modal indices due to the anticrossing effect,
while the resonant light coupling certainly takes place be-
tween the identical waveguides. In other words, within the
concept of supermodes, the resonant coupling between the
waveguides takes place without exact matching of the super-
modes’ modal indices. This happens because none of the
supermodes represents guided modes in any of the individual
waveguides: only the combination of the supermodes does it.

FIG. 1. Schematic structure of the proposed integrated optical source of polarization-entangled photons: the overall top viewsleftd and
the tunneling-coupled channel waveguides sectionsrightd. The optical pump is delivered by the channel waveguideP. The down-converted
polarization-entangled photons appear in the output channel waveguidesA andB.
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Alternatively, a set of tunneling coupled modes in a system
of two channel waveguides can be described using the
coupled mode equationssalso known as the approximation
of slowly varying amplitudesd. Perfect phase matching be-
tween the modal indices of individual waveguides is a nec-
essary condition for effective resonant coupling. The descrip-
tions based on the interference of the supermodes and on the
coupled-modes equations are mathematically equivalent.

Compared to a single multimode waveguide similar to
one described inf13g, the proposed structure consisting of
tunneling-coupled waveguides provides spatial separation of
downconverted photons, while careful adjustment of modal
indices leads to polarization entanglement. This is why we
consider the tunneling-coupled waveguides as a new type of
integrated optical device for generation of entangled pho-
tons.

The type II phase-matching condition in coupled
waveguides can be written in terms of modal indicesn,

1

2
fnM

A s2lpd + nE
Bs2lpdg = nPslpd, s1ad

1

2
fnE

As2lpd + nM
B s2lpdg = nPslpd, s1bd

wherelp is the pump wavelength, subscriptsE and M cor-
respond toTE andTM polarizations, and superscriptsA, B,
and P indicate the waveguides. To ensure that both down-
converted photons do not appear in the same output channel,
the waveguides must be different. More precisely, their
modal indices must be different enough so that the mis-
matches

DnA =
1

2
fnE

As2lpd + nM
A s2lpdg − nPslpd Þ 0, s2ad

DnB =
1

2
fnE

Bs2lpd + nM
B s2lpdg − nPslpd Þ 0 s2bd

will prevent efficient coupling of both downconverted pho-
tons to the same waveguide, eitherA or B. It is easy to check
that once Eq.s1d is satisfied, the conditionss2ad ands2bd are
essentially equivalent as long as the mismatchesDnA and
DnB in this case are different by sign only:DnB=−DnA. Note
that if the waveguidesA andB are identical, Eqs.s1d ands2d
result inDnA=DnB=0. It is also important to prevent the type
I processes when both generated photons have the same po-
larization. The phase mismatches for the case when down-
converted photons appear in different waveguides are as fol-
lows:

DnE =
1

2
fnE

As2lpd + nE
Bs2lpdg − nPslpd Þ 0, s3ad

DnM =
1

2
fnM

A s2lpd + nM
B s2lpdg − nPslpd Þ 0. s3bd

Using Eq.s1d, one can findDnE= bnE
As2lpd−nM

A s2lpdc /2 and
DnM =fnM

A s2lpd−nE
As2lpdg /2=−DnE. The modal indices at

the downconverted wavelength can further be expressed
through the mismatchesDnA andDnE,

nE
As2lpd = nPslpd + DnA + DnE, s4ad

nM
A s2lpd = nPslpd + DnA − DnE, s4bd

nE
Bs2lpd = nPslpd − DnA + DnE, s4cd

nM
B s2lpd = nPslpd − DnA − DnE. s4dd

Finally, to prevent the type I process in which both photons
appear in the same waveguide, one should requirenE

As2lpd
ÞnPslpd, nM

A s2lpdÞnPslpd, nE
Bs2lpdÞnPslpd, and nM

B s2lpd
ÞnPslpd. This meansDn+=DnA+DnEÞ0 and Dn−=DnA

−DnEÞ0. Thus, in order to guarantee that the only efficient
nonlinear process in the proposed waveguide structure is the
type II downconversion in which the generated photons ap-
pear in different waveguides, one should satisfy the condi-
tions s1d and make sure that the mismatchesDnA, DnE, Dn+,
and Dn− are large enough to prevent undesirable nonlinear
interactions.

As a rule, any modification of a channel waveguide would
affect bothTE andTM modal indices. Thus it is not evident
whether the conditionss1ad and s1bd can be simultaneously
satisfied. ExcludingnPslpd from Eqs.s1ad and s1bd, we ob-
tain

nE
As2lpd − nM

A s2lpd = nE
Bs2lpd − nM

B s2lpd. s5d

The difference between theTE andTM modal indices is a
nonmonotonic function of the waveguide thickness in a gen-
eral case. In a symmetric isotropic planar waveguide, both
modal indices approach cladding or core index for wave-
guide thicknesst approaching zero or infinity, respectively
sFig. 2d. Thus, one can find two different values of the wave-
guide thicknesst sand/or widthw for channel waveguidesd
such that Eq.s5d is perfectly satisfied. Further adjustment of
the pump waveguide parameters will satisfy Eqs.s1ad and
s1bd simultaneously.

The example with the symmetric isotropic waveguide is
an idealistic abstraction as long as practically used nonlinear
crystals are highly anisotropic and vertical structure of the
planar waveguide is likely to be asymmetric. Nevertheless, it
provides a useful insight into the properties of guided modes
in planar waveguides and clearly indicates that condition Eq.
s5d can potentially be satisfied for different waveguidesA
andB.

In the proposed concept, all necessary phase matchings
and required mismatchings are provided by the waveguide
design only. Thus the waveguide parameters no longer have
much freedom to vary. Using of quasi-phase-matching may
be helpful as long as it would allow for more flexibility in
the waveguide design. As is described above, for a given
thicknesssor widthd of the waveguideA, there is a unique
value of the thickness of the waveguideB to satisfy Eq.s5d,
and further, there is a unique value of the thickness of the
pump waveguideP to satisfy both Eqs.s1ad ands1bd. These
two requirements comprise two resonant conditions. The first
one deals with the symmetry of the waveguides’ indices and
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guarantees the polarization entanglement and spatial separa-
tion of the downconverted photons. If, for a given choice of
the waveguidesA and B, the left and right parts of Eq.s5d
happen to be different, a periodic perturbation of the
waveguides can be introduced to compensate for this mis-
match. Such a technical solution, however, is not desirable
because it may break the symmetry between the pairs of the
entangled photons: for example, one pairssay,TE photon in
A andTM photon inBd will be generated using the real phase
matching, while the other pairsTM photon inA andTE pho-
ton in Bd will be generated through the quasi-phase-matching
process. As for the second resonant conditionsadjustment of
the pump waveguide thicknessd, there are no obvious side
effects of using the quasi-phase-matching. A detailed analy-
sis of quasi-phase-matching in a system of three channel
waveguidesspump plus two spatially separated outputsd us-
ing, perhaps, superimposed gratings of different periods, is
certainly a subject of a separate study.

B. Overlapping integrals

Three waves interact in the proposed structure: the pump
wave at wavelengthlp and the signal/idler waves at wave-
length 2lp. The efficiency of nonlinear interaction is thus
proportional to the triple overlapping integral. The overlap-
ping integrals for the processes described by the phase-
matching conditionss1ad and s1bd are given by

hAM/BE =E E EM
A s2lpdEE

Bs2lpdEPslpddudv, s6ad

hAE/BM =E E EE
As2lpdEM

B s2lpdEPslpddudv, s6bd

where E is the strength of the electric field of the guided
mode, superscriptsA, B, and P indicate waveguides, sub-
scriptsE and M show mode polarization, andu and v are
coordinates across the waveguide. Note that polarization of
the pump mode has not been defined yet. It can be eitherTE
or TM depending on the crystal orientation and structure of
its nonlinearity tensor. As long as the phase-matching condi-

tions discussed above are satisfied and the overlapping inte-
grals and appropriate components of the nonlinearity tensor
are nonzero, downconversion is expected to take place. All
mode fields in Eq.s6d are assumed to be normalized as fol-
lows:

E E uEu2dudv = 1, s7d

so that the overlapping integrals in Eq.s6d have dimensions
of 1/ length ssay, cm−1d. To achieve the strongest entangle-
ment, the overlapping integrals have to be identical. Only in
this case is the polarization state of an individual photon in
the output waveguide truly undetermined, and with equal
probability it may becomeTE or TM. Expressionss6ad and
s6bd are rather symmetric. At least in the case of strong con-
finement, the modal fields forTE and TM polarizations are
almost identical, which results in similar values of the over-
lapping integrals. The overlapping integrals can be controlled
by adjusting the gaps between the waveguides. This may,
however, affect the modal indices. Rigorously speaking, op-
timization of the waveguide structure to achieve identical
large values of the overlapping integrals must be done within
the space of parameters that keep conditionss1d satisfied.

III. DESIGN EXAMPLE

A. Materials

The proposed device can be fabricated in a variety of
materials. Waveguide fabrication technology is well-
developed for lithium niobatesLiNbO3d. Periodically poled
lithium niobate sPPLNd allows for quasi-phase-matching
conditions achieved for practically any predetermined direc-
tion and polarization of the pump wave, including those cor-
responding to the strongest optical nonlinearity. While
LiNbO3 and PPLN are technologically the most developed
materials for nonlinear integrated optics, they have low dam-
age threshold and suffer from photorefraction, which makes
the phase synchronism unstable. Barium boratesb-BBOd has
been the material of choice for nonlinear optical applications
as well as for generation of entangled-photon states in bulk

FIG. 2. Modal indices in a symmetric planar
waveguide.
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crystals. Its major advantages are high damage threshold and
stability of the synchronismf18g. A further design example is
given for b-BBO based waveguides.

Fabrication of planar waveguides inb-BBO is possible by
high-energy He+-ion implantationf19g. Light ions penetrate
under the surfacesup to 5mm at an energy of 2 MeVd, and
only after losing energy to scattering with electrons do they
start interacting with the crystal lattice, causing partial amor-
phization. The He-enriched layer has smaller refractive indi-
ces and thus forms the optical barriersbottom claddingd. To
fabricate vertical barriers separating the channels, one can
etch trenches between the waveguides and fill them with
low-index material such as silica. The cross section of planar
and channel waveguides is schematically shown in Fig. 3.

In order to realize the design principles described above,
we first define the planar waveguide and the pump direction
for collinear degenerated type II spontaneous parametric
downconversion. Then, within the planar waveguide we de-
fine the channelsA, B, andP and adjust their parameters to
satisfy Eq.s1d. In this example, we use approximate models
based on the effective index method to describe anisotropic
planar and channel waveguides.

For the crystal cut with the optical axis parallel to the
waveguide plane, the extraordinary polarization of the pump
corresponds to theTE polarization of the guided wave. The
downconverted waves have bothTE andTM polarizations.

For the pumpssubscriptpd and downconvertedssubscript
dd wavelengthsslp=400 nm andld=800 nmd, we calculated
ordinaryssubscriptod and extraordinaryssubscripted refrac-
tive indices ofb-BBO using modified Sellmeier equations
f20g: npo=1.692 932, npe=1.567 836, ndo=1.660 398, and
nde=1.544 261. In the barrier, optical indices are smaller. Lit-
erature data on implantation-induced index changes are not
very comprehensive. They are available only for the
He-Ne laser wavelength of 632.8 nm and for a high implan-

tation dose that creates a large index step forming a multi-
mode waveguidef21g. A smaller index step would be re-
quired for fabrication of single-mode waveguides. This can
be achieved applying smaller implantation dose. It is reason-
able to expect that the ordinary and extraordinary index steps
in the barrierssubscriptbd and in the guiding coressubscript
gd would be changed proportionally. We accept the index
steps to beDnob=−0.011,Dneb=−0.005,Dnog=0.0003, and
Dneg=−0.0001. With these index steps, a planar waveguide
of thicknesst=1.5 mm will behave as a single-mode one for
both pump and downconverted wavelengths. We assume that
the cover layer as well as the material between the channel
waveguides has an index of refraction slightly higher than
that of fused silica:ncsld=nSiO2

sld+0.03. Using the Sell-
meier formulas for silicaf22g, the cladding index becomes
ncp=1.500 127 andncd=1.483 321 at the pump and down-
converted wavelengths, respectively. Such cladding index
adjustment brings the optimal width of the channel
waveguides into the technologically comfortable range of
single micrometers. Technically, a higher index can be
achieved by doping silica with germanium oxide, as is done
in conventional optical fibers. Another possibility would be
to use silicon oxinitride by mixing silica with silicon nitride
during deposition.

B. Waveguide structure

Let us consider a planar waveguidesFig. 4 at the leftd. We
assume that the optical axis is parallel to the plane of the
waveguide.

For a given directionu, refractive indices for electromag-
netic waves polarized normally to the waveguide plane are
equal to corresponding ordinary indicesnob and nog, while
for the waves polarized parallel to the plane the refractive
indices are calculated according to

FIG. 3. Cross section of the
waveguide structuresleftd and
schematic view of the crystal cut
srightd.

FIG. 4. Material and modal indices in the pla-
nar and channel waveguides.
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ni =
1

Îcos2 u

snod2 +
sin2 u

sned2

, s8d

whereno andne are wavelength-dependent ordinary and ex-
traordinary indices of the materialsscore or barrierd. This
formula is applied to the guiding layer and to the barrier
sindices nig and nibd. In a simplified analysis of an aniso-
tropic planar waveguide, we can use formulas for isotropic
planar waveguides taking ordinary indices to estimate propa-
gation constants for theTM modes, andni indices for theTE
modes. Accurate but a lot more computation-extensive nu-
merical methods are available for simulation of guided
modes propagating in a planar waveguide at some angle with
respect to the optical axisf23g. The built-in error in the sim-
plified estimation is associated with longitudinal components
of an electric field in the guided modes supported by the
waveguide. For the weakly guiding structures, the error van-
ishes. In this approximation, the modal indicesnEf and nMf
for the fundamentalTE andTM modes of the thin-film pla-
nar structuressubscriptfd are implicitly defined by

2p

l
tÎnig

2 − nEf
2 = arctanÎ nEf

2 − nc
2

nig
2 − nEf

2 + arctanÎnEf
2 − nib

2

nig
2 − nEf

2 ,

s9ad

2p

l
tÎnog

2 − nMf
2 = arctan

nog
2

nc
2 Î nMf

2 − nc
2

nog
2 − nMf

2

+ arctan
nog

2

nob
2 ÎnMf

2 − nob
2

nog
2 − nMf

2 . s9bd

Using Eqs.s8d and s9d, the direction in which the phase-
matching condition

1

2
fnMfs2lpd + nEfs2lpdg = nEfslpd s10d

is satisfied for the modes in the planar waveguide is found to
be uw<46.1°, a few degrees larger than in a bulk crystal
ub<42.4°.

Now we use the effective index methodf24g to estimate
modal indices in channel waveguides as functions of the
channel widthw. The channel in the film is treated as an
effective waveguide with vertical boundariessFig. 4d. The
claddings of the effective waveguide are symmetric and their
index is nc as defined previously. The core of the effective
waveguide has indicesnEf andnMf for the polarizations par-
allel and normal to the plane. Because the boundaries of the
effective waveguide are normal to the plane of the film, the
TE mode of the film becomesTM mode of the effective
waveguide and vice versa. For clarity, we will keep the origi-
nal definition of the polarizationstheTE modes are polarized
parallel to the plane of the film and theTM modes are po-
larized orthogonal to the planed, and make necessary correc-
tions in the formulas for calculation of modal indicesnE and
nM in the effective waveguide,

2p

l
wÎnEf

2 − nE
2 = 2 arctan

nEf
2

nc
2 Î nE

2 − nc
2

nEf
2 − nE

2 , s11ad

2p

l
wÎnMf

2 − nM
2 = 2 arctanÎ nM

2 − nc
2

nMf
2 − nEM

2 . s11bd

When the channel width approaches zero,w→0, the
guided mode is mainly localized in the cladding with a van-
ishing low fraction of optical power propagating in the core.
The modal index, consequently, approaches the cladding in-
dex: nE→nc andnM→nc. When the channel width becomes
large, the guided mode is localized mainly in the core, so that
the modal indices approach the film indices:nE→nEf and
nM→nMf for TE andTM polarizations respectively. Particu-
lar ways how the modal indices are varying with the channel
width depend in part on the polarization of light as long as
the boundary conditions are polarization-sensitive. All these
peculiarities are described by Eqs.s11ad and s11bd.

At the downconverted wavelength, the difference
Dnsw,ldd=nEsw,ldd−nMsw,ldd reaches a negative mini-
mum atw<2.8 mm sFig. 5d. We pick up two valueswA and
wB left and right from the minimum such thatDnswA,ldd
=DnswB,ldd, which will automatically satisfy Eq.s5d. An
example of such a pair would bewA=3.9 mm and wB
=2.3 mm. Modal indices for the channel waveguidesA andB
become the following: nE

A=nEswA,ldd=1.587 624, nM
A

=nMswA,ldd=1.649 786, nE
B=nEswB,ldd=1.583 409, and

nM
B =nMswB,ldd=1.645 570. Note that due to the choice of

wA and wB, the following holds: snM
A +nE

Bd /2=snE
A+nM

B d /2
=1.616 597, and this must be the modal indexnE

Pslpd of the
pump wave. Using Eq.s11ad, the appropriate width of the
pump waveguide is found to bewP<1.422mm. This con-
cludes the design of the waveguides. Gaps between the
waveguides should be small enough to provide tunneling
coupling. Optimal coupling strength and thus the gap size
would depend on the waveguide length.

To illustrate the modal fields and estimate the overlapping
integrals in this numerical example, we have chosen the gaps
to be 0.2mm sbetweenA andPd and 0.3mm sbetweenP and
Bd. As long as the waveguidesA and B are different, these

FIG. 5. Difference between the modal indices forTE and TM
polarized modes as a function of the channel width.
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gaps must also be different to provide similar values of the
overlapping integralss6ad and s6bd. No careful adjustment
has been done, though. Figure 6 at the bottom right shows
the mode profiles for the thin-film waveguides. A graph at
the top shows the in-plane modes calculated in accordance
with the effective index method. The bottom-left drawing
shows schematically the waveguide structure cross section
scaled to fit the distance axes of the graphs. With modal
fields calculated as described above, the triple overlapping
integrals becomehAM/BE=38 cm−1 and hAE/BM=34 cm−1.
Most of contribution to the overlapping integrals comes from
the area of the waveguideP, while contribution from the
areas of waveguidesA andB vanishes due to the oscillating
nature of the modal fields. The difference between the over-
lapping integrals is less than 12%, thus one may expect high-
fidelity generation of polarization-entangled photons sepa-
rated to the outputsA andB.

Phase-matching conditionss1d are satisfied so that effi-
cient downconversion is expected to generate photons of dif-
ferent polarizations in the output waveguidesA and B. The
phase mismatches for othersundesirabled nonlinear interac-
tions are as follows:uDnAu= uDnBu=0.002 108,uDnEu= uDnMu
=0.031 081, uDn+u=0.028 973, anduDn−u=0.033 189. The
smallest mismatch corresponds to the case when photons of
different polarizations appear in the same waveguide. When
interaction lengthL is considerably larger thanlp/ snE

PuDAud
<117mm, the mismatch will effectively prevent downcon-
verted photons from entering the same waveguide.

The above simulations show that the required relationship
between the modal indices is feasible. More accurate simu-
lation tools such as the vector beam propagation method or
various finite-element methods can be used for precise de-
sign. This, however, would be an academic rather than prac-
tically important exercise as long as the key material param-
eters such as indices of refraction in the ion-implanted area
are known with limited accuracy. For practical realization of
the proposed source, it seems reasonable to rely on the
choice of the angleu and the bottom barrier design as de-
scribed above. The final adjustment of modal indices is then

achieved by varying the channels’ widths. Thus, precise mea-
surements of modal indices in channel waveguides of differ-
ent width at both pump and downconverted wavelengths
would be required. This could be done, for example, by fab-
ricating a weak Bragg grating over the channel waveguide
and measuring the Bragg wavelengthf25g, or by measuring
the in-plane angle of light tunnel-coupled from a cannel
waveguide to a planar waveguidef26g. Based on the mea-
sured data, one would be able to choose the widths of the
channel waveguides for final implementation. In addition,
barium borate is an electro-optic crystal and thus the fine
adjustment of modal indices could be achieved by applying a
dc voltage to control electrodes.

C. Crystal orientation

In a uniaxial crystal, optical indices are defined by the
angle between the optical axis and the direction of propaga-
tion and by the light wave polarization. For the waveguide
design described above, it is essential to keep the optical axis
parallel to the substrate surface. Directions of other crystal
axes may seem to be not important. Indeed, for analysis of
phase-matching conditions, it does not matter if the crystal
has anx-cut or ay-cut, because linear optical indices have
axial symmetry with respect to thez axis. On the contrary,
for the nonlinear optical interactions, the orientations of all
three crystal’s axes are important because the tensor of non-
linear optical coefficients has lower symmetry compared to
the ellipsoid of linear optical indices.

In thexyzcoordinates of the crystal latticesz is parallel to
the optical axisd, the direction of the pump beam is charac-
terized by the polar angleu with respect toz and the azimuth
anglew with respect tox sFig. 7, leftd. The effective nonlin-
ear coefficient for type II parametric downconversion in a
rhombohedral space group 3m crystal is given byf27,28g

def f11 = d22 coss3wdcos2 u, s12d

whered22 is the primarysthe largestd nonlinear coefficient.
Equations12d defines azimuth anglesw corresponding to the

FIG. 6. The modal fields in a thin-film wave-
guide sbottom rightd, the in-plane modal fields
calculated using the effective index methodstopd,
and the cross section of the waveguide structure
scaled to fit the distance axes of the graphs rep-
resenting the modal fieldssbottom leftd.
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maxima of the magnitude of effective nonlinearity:w=0°,
60°, and 120° with respect to thex axis. In particular, a
favorable configuration is realized with the pumping beam
propagating in thezx plane sw=0°d. The extraordinary po-
larization of the pump beam in this case corresponds to the
electric flux density vectorDW e being parallel to thezx plane.
In contrast, if the pumping beam propagates in thezy plane,
the effective nonlinearity vanishes so that even with the
phase-matching conditions perfectly satisfied, there will be
no downconversion.

We must note that in the technical literature on BBO there
is some discrepancy as to the definition of crystal axesx and
y. Some vendors of BBO crystals provide a different formula
for effective nonlinearity: def f11=fd11 sins3wd
+d22 coss3wdgcos2 u, with d11 being the major nonlinear term
sd11@d22d. In such a case, the conclusions about the effi-
ciency of downconversion for the pumping beams propagat-
ing in thezy andzx planes have to be switched to the oppo-
site.

IV. CONCLUSION

We propose an integrated optical source of entangled pho-
tons based on type II degenerated spontaneous parametric
downconversion in tunneling-coupled channel waveguides.
This device can form a base for designing integrated linear-
optical quantum logic circuits.
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